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Abstract

In this report we document our work in analyzing the security of a selection of mobile messaging apps. Focusing on network based security, we studied traffic generated by the apps to gain an understanding of the current state of applying encryption and authentication protocols. Our findings show a positive trend in security with developers steadily improving security with newer app updates partly due to the increased scrutiny from the community and academia. Although not all apps analyzed had perfect state of the art security properties, none have shown any major vulnerabilities exploited by normal adversaries. It was also evident that only one app - namely TextSecure - is using the industry standard TLS for server-client authentication and security while others have opted for custom made protocols and algorithms.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

The proliferation of smartphones and fast cheap internet connection over mobile networks meant that users opted to communicate using mobile apps that use the Internet instead of sending messages over regular cellular networks. This is a predictable phenomenon, given that for the past few decades society has been increasingly reliant on digital communication and trying to leverage platforms such as the Internet for inter-personal communication. For example, E-mail has been in widespread use since the 1980s [1] and XMPP (originally jabber) since the early 2000s [2].

However, one big difference between protocols like the ones behind E-mail and the protocols powering mobile messaging apps today is that the former are open standardized protocols which were built to allow different providers to interoperate, analogous to the interoperability between snail mail service providers [3]. The majority of the most popular mobile messaging apps relies on underlying proprietary communication protocols that do not support compatibility between them [4]. On the one hand, the closed platform architecture is very appealing from a business point of view; app makers get to incorporate added value features more easily and encourage users to stay loyal to their platforms or users might risk getting cut-off from their social circle. On the other hand, this blackbox approach and closed environment hinders compatibility and competition and most importantly means that when using these apps, users are not able to scrutinize the method in which their data is being handled in order to be delivered to the intended recipient but must place their blind trust in the app makers discretion [4].

Moreover, security in private digital communication such as email or social media has been the focus of research ever since the scientific community realized its power. For example, standard protocols like OpenPGP [5] were invented to secure E-mail communication. Nevertheless, adoption of these secure protocols
has been lacking. The vast majority of messages today are still sent unsecure and without complete proofing for privacy, which means that as a society, we have concluded that the risk of non-secure digital communication does not match the effort needed to secure it using currently offered secure solutions [6]. This problem adds another layer of complexity to assessing the security of mobile messaging apps and to the ongoing effort of securing them.

1.1 Research Question

The goal of this project is to investigate the security properties of a selection of today’s most popular mobile messaging apps in terms of encryption, authentication and standardized security protocol usage in communication.

1.2 Outline

The report is structured as follows. In Chapter 2, we outline the methodology we took and give an introduction into the apps and some necessary security terms. While in Chapter 3, we describe related work and the analysis findings on a per app basis. Finally, we conclude our report in Chapter 4 where we summarize our findings.
Chapter 2

Background and Related Work

In the following chapter, we outline our methodology, define some key security terms necessary for the topic at hand, and give a short overview of the related work that has been done on mobile messaging security.

2.1 Methodology

2.1.1 App Selection

This project continues on a previous research effort conducted at the Chair of Network Architectures and Services [7], where some of today’s most popular mobile messaging apps were tested in terms of security in relation to users’ geo-location using an automated test framework. The selection of apps to be tested was determined based on popularity, security measures, architecture and geographical server distribution. The apps selected were WhatsApp [8], Threema [9], WeChat [10] and TextSecure [11] (now known as Signal). The testing was performed on the latest version available on the Android marketplace for each app. More information on the previous work and its results can be found in [7].

2.1.2 Approach

As a first step towards answering our research questions, we investigated the official app documentation published by the developers. However, since only one app out of the four is actually open source, we did not envision finding a thorough description of the inner workings of the app protocols especially in terms of security. Another source of valuable information for our work was the past research on this topic done by the scientific community and interested hackers. While this information could be potentially outdated by later app updates, it
gave us a glimpse of the basic app architecture and its approach in securing users’ data.

Finally, the main method to investigate these apps was by analyzing their network traffic, that is the network packets being sent and received by the app as seen by an eavesdropper on the network. The packet capture process itself has been carried out by the aforementioned research effort at our chair. The process was done by using two different mobile devices to communicate through the apps while capturing the resultant traffic in parallel. In total, there were 3256 capture files split equally among the two mobile phones and the four apps for a total of 407 captures per phone per app. 406 of which were of normal traffic generated by the app when sending and receiving messages, and one was of the setup process performed when the phone number is registered for the first time with the app server.

Analysis of these capture files was done in two steps. Firstly, we manually inspected them by hand using Wireshark packet capture tool [12]. Points of interest we focused on were protocol usage, the existence of encryption and its type and the existence of certificates for authentication. Secondly, after having a broad idea of the type of traffic sent by the apps, we automated the analysis process into scripts that could parse the multitude of capture files.

2.2 Definition of Security Concepts

In the following we present some key concepts that are important for the understanding of the discussion that follows in Chapter 3.

2.2.1 Layers of Encryption

Securing messages against eavesdroppers can be done on two different layers of communication as shown in Figure 2.1. The first layer, end-to-end encryption, is performed on the plaintext of the message using keys that are only known to the sender and the intended recipient. The server or any other party handling the routing of such message cannot decrypt it to reveal the plaintext [13]. The second layer, transport layer encryption, is performed on messages between the server and the client using keys shared between them. Transport layer encryption can be done on plaintext or on messages already secured by end-to-end encryption [14]. For secure communication, it is necessary to use both layers of encryption. End-to-end encryption is important when the server cannot be trusted or when governments can force companies into revealing users’ data, while transport layer encryption is important against network level attackers and eavesdroppers.
2.2.2 Transport Layer Security Protocol (TLS)

TLS [15] and its predecessor Secure Sockets Layer (SSL) are the current industry standard for establishing secure connections between a client and a server over the Internet. They form the backbone of secure HTTP (HTTPS) for millions of websites ranging from banking to online shopping. They support this by providing multiple services including authentication, integrity and confidentiality [15].

2.2.3 Perfect Forward Secrecy (PFS)

The term “Perfect Forward Secrecy” refers to a property possessed by a communication protocol which guarantees that the compromise of long-term keys, used to negotiate session keys, does not compromise the secrecy of past session keys [16]. The most common way to achieve PFS is by Diffie-Hellman (DH) key exchange using ephemeral keys for sessions and restricting the use of long-term private keys to authentication only [17]. This property is important against a global passive adversary model, where an attacker can monitor and store traffic for an extended period of time until they gain access to long term keys with which (without PFS) they can decrypt all stored traffic.

2.2.4 Asynchronous Messaging Security

In asynchronous messaging such as E-mail or instant messaging, security can be a challenge compared to synchronous forms of communication, mainly because communicating parties are not guaranteed to be online at the same time to perform key negotiation and other security procedures [18]. In E-mail, protocols
like OpenPGP and S/MIME [19] have been proposed and used, though they lack features such as PFS for example. Other solutions include the use of trusted third parties for distribution of short term keys while others like Authenticated Diffie-Hellman do not.

Protocols for instant messaging have been created like Off-the-Record Messaging (OTR) [20] where a Diffie-Hellman Ratchet is used to create ephemeral keys for each communication session, this guarantees backward secrecy but session keys might not be renewed for each message, so PFS is only partially provided [18]. Another approach - which was used in Silent Circle Instant Messaging Protocol (SCIMP) [21] - is by using key derivation functions (KDF) to compute future message keys from past keys. This provides PFS, but does not provide backward secrecy within conversations; if a key is compromised, all future keys can be derived using the KDF [22].

2.2.5 Certificate Pinning

Digital certificates are electronic documents used for security purposes to verify the identity of a party in communication. The certificate is said to bind a public key to an entity; that is, it guarantees that a person or a machine is truly the owner of the public key which it claims to own [23]. This is crucial in TLS protocol where a rogue website could otherwise claim to be a legitimate one and perform a Man-in-The-Middle (MiTM) attack. However, some level of trust that an entity is providing their own certificate and not a fake one is still needed, that’s why certificates are usually signed by a trusted third party called a certificate authority in order to attest for the entity’s claims [24].

To remove this need of trusted third parties or simply to add another security measure to it, ”certificate pinning” can be used in software where communication should take place with a specific server or entity. It means that developers insert the certificate or sometimes the public key in the software itself, and if a communicating party fails to present a matching certificate or public key, the software concludes that this party is not legitimate [25].

2.3 Related Work

Interest in analyzing the inner-working of mobile messaging apps especially in terms of security and privacy has been growing in the past few years, not only in the scientific community anymore, but also in the general public due in part to the Snowden leaks [26] in 2013 which exposed governmental schemes of mass Internet communication surveillance [27]. Today, almost all major apps have been
the subject of at least one or more research studies and almost all have since been updated to incorporate fixes of major flaws found.

Different research projects have focused on different aspects of security and privacy. Research like Mueller et al [28] focused on vulnerabilities in the authentication process when registering a phone number and the ability to send unsolicited messages to victims. Other studies like [29] and [30] focused on the local security of apps; that is the privacy of messages stored on the mobile phone or the ability to retrieve sensitive information such as encryption keys from the app’s local database. Finally, research such as [31] and [32] focused on analyzing network traffic generated by said apps, whether when sending messages or using VoIP features or simply authenticating with the server.

In general, early results of research efforts on this topic have shown that developers have been very negligent in securing users’ data, to the point of sending messages in clear text, or using very weak encryption schemes. Nevertheless, later research has pointed out that there is a positive trend in enforcing security measures. In fact some developers push increased privacy and security as features of their apps; citing increased demand for privacy in communication by customers. For example, Threema and TextSecure were developed and marketed on the premise of being more secure than their competitors.
Chapter 3

Analysis

In this chapter, we discuss the work that we have done. Each section is dedicated to a single app where we give a short description of it, followed by the related work surrounding it and finally analyzing the app security and outlining our results.

3.1 TextSecure

TextSecure is an app developed by Open Whisper Systems for Android OS in 2010. It promises end-to-end encryption and is developed with security measures as its selling point to customers. It is the only one out of the four apps to be completely open source. It has been recently discontinued and replaced with a more capable app called Signal, though the base of its text-based messaging protocol remained the same namely "Signal Protocol".

3.1.1 Related work

TextSecure security analysis has been focused on direct inspection of its open source code and the implementation of their security algorithms. For example, Frosch et al [33] concluded that apart from some peculiarities in the security design, TextSecure is successful in providing stateful authenticated encryption. Their most notable peculiarity was the protocol’s susceptibility to an Unknown Key-Share attack (UKS) [34] of which they have proposed a fix and informed the developers who acknowledged their findings.
3.1.2 Analysis and Results

In the following section, we describe the major aspects of TextSecure security. As it is open source, its developers openly publish that TextSecure uses both end-to-end and transport layer encryption. For end-to-end encryption, it uses "Axolotl ratchet" also called "double ratchet", because it combines DH ratchet and key derivation based ratchet to provide both PFS and backward secrecy. Messages are encrypted using keys produced by key derivation ratchets which are in turn produced by seeding session keys from DH ratchet [22]. As for transport layer, it uses standard TLS protocol to secure the communication with the server. In all of our capture files of TextSecure, the server used a self-signed certificate and chose cipher suite ECDHE_RSA_WITH_AES_128_GCM_SHA256 for communication. TextSecure also uses certificate pinning to guard against fake certificates [35].

To cope with asynchronous nature of instant messaging while still providing PFS and easy user experience, the Textsecure app preemptively calculates 100 prekeys (signed key exchange messages) and sends them to the server. A client wishing to communicate with someone would ask the server for the next valid prekey and calculates a shared secret using its own and the destination prekeys, and encrypts the message using it [36]. After this first step, the aforementioned Axolotl ratchet enters full force to regularly update the encryption and MAC keys for every outgoing message.

For symmetric encryption, TextSecure uses AES in counter mode without padding, but when the server receives the encrypted message, it encrypts it in another layer before handing it off to Google Cloud Messaging server to deliver it to the intended recipient. This second layer of encryption also uses AES but in CBC mode with PKCS5 padding, and is needed to guarantee that Google’s server cannot know the sender of the message but only the recipient [33].

Table 3.1 gives a listing of the security primitives used by TextSecure. An in-depth analysis of these choices is not in the scope of this research effort.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Process</th>
<th>Algorithm</th>
<th>Key Length</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Key derivation</td>
<td>Axolotl Ratchet</td>
<td>128</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Symmetric encryption</td>
<td>AES</td>
<td>256</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Integrity protection</td>
<td>HMAC-SHA2</td>
<td>256</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
3.2 Threema

Threema is a popular mobile messaging app in German speaking countries, it is developed by Threema GmbH with a promise of end-to-end encryption and hosting data only on servers in Switzerland. Part of its code base is open source while the majority is proprietary. Like TextSecure, it is focused on the security and privacy of user’s data as its selling point.

3.2.1 Related work

In his work, Jan Ahrens [37] provided an analysis on Threema protocol especially in terms of encryption and key exchange. Most of his findings about general encryption behavior are aligned with what is officially published by Threema [38]. His work also shed light on the binary protocol that Threema uses in terms of packet format and the message code denotation. Part of Dimitrov, Laan and Pineda [39] analysis of Threema has also focused on network traffic approach like the one we are conducting, and their results have demonstrated with high probability that certificate pinning for TLS communication was present in the app code because when presented with fake or edited certificates, the app dropped all communication and in some cases even prevented future communication with the IP address providing fake certificates.

3.2.2 Analysis and Results

Our analysis of Threema’s network capture files have demonstrated that their handshake process for user authentication is similar to what is described in [37]. During the authentication process, a three way handshake is performed between client and server. The client and server exchange freshly generated short term keys and nonces to be used in this session. As for the messaging protocol itself, it does not use standardized protocols like TLS for transport layer security over TCP, but rely on proprietary binary protocol with security properties implemented using the NaCl Library [40]. However, the directory services protocol that is the protocol used to discover users among other things as well as the media protocol, both employ standard HTTP over TLS with certificate pinning. The cipher suite observed in our analysis was ECDHE_RSA_WITH_AES_256_GCM_SHA384.

In the following we will give a brief explanation of the security scheme currently used in Threema, this information is the aggregate of our work and the various sources previously mentioned.

When a user runs Threema for the first time on a device, a long term public-
private key pair is generated which will be stored locally on the device, of which only the public key will be sent to the server as identification. The server responds back by creating a unique 8 character ID and binds it to that public key in its directory server for future user queries. When a user wants to communicate with another user whom she knows the public key of, she generates a shared key using Diffie–Hellman (DH) as shown in Figure 3.1. This shared key will be used to encrypt the messages and will be equal to the one created by the recipient using the same method.

As for transport security, whenever Threema restarts (or up to a maximum of seven days), it creates a fresh temporary key pair for the communication with the server. The server also creates its own short term key pair and sends its public half to the client encrypted with the server’s long term private key to prove its identity. These short term keys will be used to encrypt data between the client and the server.

Therefore, Threema provides PFS on the transport layer, but not on the on end-to-end level. Threema developers’ justification for it is that the implementation of end-to-end PFS is not suitable for the nature of mobile messaging due to users going offline, the increased complexity of clients interactions and the overhead of key establishment.

Table 3.2 gives a listing of the security primitives used by Threema. An in depth analysis of them and their implementation is again not in the scope of this research effort. However, the use of NaCl library is a good indication since it is a crypto library designed to minimize operator errors and past studies have proven its security.
3.3 WeChat

One of the largest messaging apps by monthly active users, WeChat is developed by Tencent in China and has over 650 million active users, mostly in Asia [42]. It is a feature rich app with many additions to the usual text and voice messages. It is completely closed source and apart from a public API to send and receive messages through their services, its developers do not communicate publicly about its inner working.

3.3.1 Related work

Work analyzing WeChat security in the English language academia is rather limited. Work such as [31] has focused on VoIP traffic security, while [43] has focused on forensic analysis of the app artifacts on iPhone. Finally, the most similar work to our focus was done by Roberto Paleari [44], where he analyzed network traffic and concluded that WeChat is using a custom protocol somewhat similar to HTTP/S.

3.3.2 Analysis and Results

We have found that WeChat indeed uses a custom communication protocol to deliver messages, and also even uses custom HTTP queries to perform DNS queries.
as discussed in more detail in [7]. WeChat symmetric encryption algorithm is AES with 256 bit key length, although not clearly visible in the capture files themselves, it is alluded to as the encryption method for "official" WeChat accounts (accounts for verified individuals, i.e. celebrities), and we speculate that they are using the same length for normal accounts as well but unfortunately without concrete evidence. Finally, in [44] it is suggested that key derivation is done using RSA method but we could not verify this ourselves. As for end-to-end encryption and PFS, we could not find any evidence in the literature or in the packet capture files of their existence, and we conclude that they are not available in WeChat. All in all, after analyzing the relevant files, we can only say that WeChat developers were not very wise in creating their own custom communication protocol with many oddities and also in not being very open about their app security details. However, we realize that this could be due to Chinese restrictions on Internet or due to cultural differences in software development.

3.4 WhatsApp

Developed by WhatsApp Inc., WhatsApp is the second most popular messaging app in the world with over 1 billion users as of February 2016 [45]. Its popularity prompted Facebook Inc. to buy it in 2014, a move which prompted some users to abandon it citing privacy concerns [46]. The app is closed source like WeChat but has announced in late 2014 a partnership with Open Whisper Systems to incorporate the encryption mechanisms of the open source TextSecure protocol within WhatsApp itself [47]. Our work affects the state of WhatsApp before the completion of the partnership on the 5th of April 2016\(^1\).

3.4.1 Related work

Due to its massive popularity, WhatsApp has been the target of numerous studies on its security whether from hackers or researchers. Multiple research papers such as [28] and [48] have analyzed among other apps the authentication process of WhatsApp and have demonstrated that a MiTM attack can be carried out against the authentication process of WhatsApp to hijack user accounts. Furthermore, due to address book upload feature, it is possible to enumerate random phone numbers to test whether or not their respective users were using WhatsApp. Fortunately, the authentication process has been updated as evident in our capture files where the verification PIN is now generated on the server instead of

\(^1\)WhatsApp announced on 5 April 2016 that it has completed the transition process to end-to-end encryption. A quick look at the announcement reveals that the security architecture is revamped and even user authentication is now possible.
3.4. WhatsApp

the client, which renders the attack in [28] to be irrelevant. However, the address book enumeration exploit is still existent and has proven to be an issue in the balance between privacy and ease of use of instant messaging apps in general. Work from enthusiasts have spawned WhatsApp API clones such as [49] and [50] where they rely on reverse engineering of traffic and code to understand the inner workings of WhatsApp. While their work is not focused on finding vulnerabilities or assessing security properties of WhatsApp per se, it is still valuable since it is almost identical to WhatsApp and is updated regularly to the point where one can fully use it instead of an official WhatsApp client. Finally, Karpisek, Baggili and Breitinger [32] have focused on decrypting network traffic of text messages and VoIP calls using WhatsApp which has proven beneficial in our work.

3.4.2 Analysis and Results

WhatsApp security has proven to be the most changing in our work. Reading through the past literature and various web articles indicated that WhatsApp transitioned through multiple states of security provisions and that the general public and users are not completely aware of it but in fact confused and misinformed.

WhatsApp started out as plain text messaging [51], then moved to a very weak transport layer encryption where the password used for encryption key derivation was generated from the MAC address or the IMEI of a mobile phone both of which are not secure enough [52].

Fortunately, the current version of the WhatsApp protocol which we tested has been since then improved and in the following we will try to summarize our findings. When a WhatsApp client registers with the server using a new phone number, the server generates a 20-byte-long password (pw) and sends it over secure TLS connection to the client which will save it and will be bound to that phone number for the lifetime of the registration. When a client subsequently communicates with the server for the sake of sending messages it performs a three way handshake where the first step is a client hello, followed by a server hello piggybacked on it a 20 byte challenge data. The client performs the last step of the handshake by using pw and the challenge data it received as nonce for input to PBKDF2 function to derive cryptographically secure keys which in turn will be used to encrypt the challenge data, a timestamp and the user phone number among other data as a response to the server [32]. By this step, the server guarantees that it is receiving a fresh handshake request from the intended client which is the only entity that has knowledge of pw.

After this handshake, the server sends in encrypted form, new challenge data to be used for the next time a client wants to authenticate itself with the server;
thus the client for the next session can simply derive the keys using this challenge data without a full handshake process, which expedites the process considerably and makes it even harder for eavesdroppers to decrypt data since the nonce was not sent in clear text like the normal handshake.

Table 3.3 shows the current security primitives used in WhatsApp and their key lengths.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Process</th>
<th>Algorithm</th>
<th>Key Length</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Key derivation</td>
<td>PBKDF2</td>
<td>160</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Symmetric encryption</td>
<td>RC4</td>
<td>160</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Integrity protection</td>
<td>HMAC-SHA1</td>
<td>160</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The reliance on pw which is at some point sent over the wire and is also known to the server, makes WhatsApp considerably less secure compared to Threema and TextSecure since the latter two rely on private keys known only to the user and are never transmitted over the wire at any point. WhatsApp also by the virtue of the previously mentioned key derivation scheme does not guarantee PFS, that is if an adversary gains access to pw by extracting it from a phone, they can decrypt in some cases future or even past traffic of the victim. Moreover, an adversary who can compromise the TLS connection on which pw is transmitted can eavesdrop on traffic of any future user who registers with the server.

We stated that it is possible only in some cases to decrypt past/future traffic because of the aforementioned method of authentication where a server sends the next session challenge data in encrypted form. Therefore, to decrypt traffic, an attacker must collect all WhatsApp traffic between a client and the server starting by the three way handshake; this way a chain can be constructed with the first session decrypted using the first challenge data sent in clear text and all subsequent sessions can be decrypted using the encrypted challenge data sent in the now decrypted previous sessions. Unfortunately, in our capture files we had a gap between the three way handshake and later capture files, so we could not predict the challenge data used in those sessions (one could theoretically brute force the challenge data). We could only decrypt the first session (setup traffic capture) with the server, and in Appendix A we demonstrate steps to repeat our process.

Originally WhatsApp did not provide end-to-end encryption but in late 2014 it announced that it is partnering with Open Whisper Systems to implement the Axolotl ratchet of TextSecure in WhatsApp [47]. As of the writing of this report\(^2\), not all WhatsApp client versions support end-to-end encryption and the

\(^2\)See note 1 on page 14.
development team as well as the user interface of the client do not convey to the users any information whether or not end-to-end encryption is in fact enabled on messages. Moreover, the current version of WhatsApp does not have any form of user authentication, so a user cannot be sure they are communicating with the intended recipient but must place trust in the server to authenticate the recipient which defeats the purpose of end-to-end encryption. Ultimately, we are pleased to see that WhatsApp is trying to improve its security, but we must also admit that their current effort for enabling end-to-end encryption is still lacking.
Chapter 4

Conclusion

The findings of our analysis can be summarized in Table 4.1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Feature</th>
<th>TextSecure</th>
<th>Threema</th>
<th>WeChat</th>
<th>WhatsApp</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Transport Layer Encryption</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>End-to-End Encryption</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Partial</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PFS</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Partial</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Open Source</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Partial</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

These findings illustrate the wide spectrum of the state of security in today’s mobile messaging apps. We focus here on two interesting contrasts.

First, the approach to applying security in development. Both WhatsApp and WeChat developers deployed security as an after thought; they developed their apps and communication protocols and then little by little decided to add security measures to their solutions. This approach frees developers (in early stages of development) to use the simplest and most user-friendly features in their apps, but sacrifices security and is prone to errors in implementation. On the other hand, developers of Threema and TextSecure started with a security level in mind and tried their best to come up with a communication protocol that guarantees this level without making the app too difficult for an average user to use.

Second, the approach to embracing open source and public or standard protocols vs secret or proprietary protocols. TextSecure is the only app in this study that excels in this aspect. The next in line is Threema, although it is closed source, it uses open source implementations for security related algorithms and publicly publishes its approach to security. Third follows WhatsApp, it is closed source and does not proactively communicate its security philosophy, but it has recently made strides to get better by publishing some aspects of its provided security level and is collaborating with the makers of TextSecure to incorporate their
security algorithms in WhatsApp. Finally, WeChat is not only closed source but also doesn’t publish its security approach or even acknowledge its need for better security like end-to-end encryption.

Our findings have also demonstrated that because app developers have complete control over the protocols including backend and frontend technologies, they tend to push updates to their architectures quite frequently. This means that research findings about the security of one app might be completely invalidated by the its newest update a very short period later. While this translates into better, more secure apps for the end users, researchers are spread thin to cover all the updates from the plethora of apps available in the market. For example, a large portion of the flaws we found in the literature has already been fixed in the current iteration of the apps we tested.

### 4.1 Future work

After we analyzed WhatsApp security, its developers completed the revamp of the security architecture and moved to end-to-end encryption, so it will be interesting to analyze their work, and see if they are successful in their effort and compare it to the offering of TextSecure app. Moreover, one aspect which we could explore even further is the analysis of WeChat protocol; future work might focus solely on the reverse engineering of the protocol using deep packet inspection.
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Appendix A

Decrypting WhatsApp Traffic

WhatsApp messages can be decrypted if the original traffic is captured and the WhatsApp password file is extracted from the device. In the following we explain how to do this in Wireshark:

install wireshark if needed (tested version 1.12):

$ sudo apt-get install wireshark

install cmake if needed:

$ sudo apt-get install cmake

install required libraries:

$ sudo apt-get install libgcrypt20-dev
$ sudo apt-get install wireshark-dev

Download and compile the plugin:

$ wget https://github.com/davidgfnet/wireshark-whatsapp/archive/072ce9b12cb85891370fb0e3f365e70869d60d97.zip

unzip the archive and cd to the folder. Type:

$ mkdir build
$ cmake ..
$ make
$ make install

To test it out, open Wireshark:

edit → preferences → protocols → whatsapp.
check enable packet decoding.
edit user/pass list with one or both of these details:

Mobile 1:

phone number:+4915731538084
password:yqE226nFjhnXLbA55Y7SfBj6IQw=

Mobile 2:

phone number:+4915162498970
password:aDCaW4et3QSQDExuX9fLtKSM+4Bw=

After this, WhatsApp messages should be denoted as WhatsApp protocol in Wireshark and the payload should be decrypted.

Note that this plugin can only work on a login procedure which includes the original challenge response between the server and WhatsApp client. In cases where the login uses previously transmitted challenge data to hasten the procedure, the plugin cannot predict the previous challenge data (used as salt) and therefore cannot decrypt it.
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